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Museum-Partner Observation #2 

As John Stack, a digital director of the Science Museum Group, writes in Science 

Museum’s blog post called Our Digital Strategy, “[w]hat is gratifying about the rise of digital 

technologies is that we can not only understand how we engage with our audiences, we can 

reach new audiences. Even better, these audiences are global and they are growing all the 

time” (par. 1). Nowadays, the rise of digital technologies not only challenges, but also gives 

new opportunities for cultural institutions to grow and thrive in the modern society. Museums 

can take advantages from developing technologies and implement innovations in presenting, 

studying and sharing their collections as well as educating their audiences.  

The five principles mentioned in the Science Museum Group’s Digital Strategy serve 

as a great example for other museums in their approach to create interactively digital and 

engaging exhibits (“Digital Strategy”). Following those principles cultural institutions will be 

able to build effective, useful, successful digital environment for their visitors, contributors, 

and professionals.  

• Audience Centered principle highlights the importance of creating user-friendly 

digital tools that will take into account needs and interests of the museum visitors.  

• Sustainable and Scalable principle derives from the notion of effectiveness and 

appropriateness of using a particular technology within authentic museum 

environment. 

• Entrepreneurial and Innovative principle guides museum professionals to be aware of 

new technologies that appear every day, and to be up-to-date with new ideas and 

developments in the digital world. 
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• Open, Reusable and Sharable principle reminds cultural institutions to follow the idea 

of open access, diversity and inclusion that has become a necessity in the age of 

worldwide connections. 

• Embedded Across the Organization. This principle points out the importance of 

compatibility of digital technologies with specific mechanisms that already exist 

within museum walls. What is more, the principle stresses the importance of 

collaboration and sharing digital ideas throughout different departments of cultural 

institution. 

How we as museum professionals can blend the digital and physical world in our 

museum? In his work called Looking Around vs. Looking Down: Incorporating Mobility into 

Your Experience Design Ed Rodley, senior exhibit developer at the Museum of Science, 

Boston, shares his opinion about the use of technologies within museum walls (par. 2). Per 

his point of view, one type of digital technology that perfectly fits into one museum’s sphere, 

may not be compatible with other museums. He also divides technologies into “looking 

around” and “looking down” experience. “Looking around” experience allows visitors to be 

physically connected to the work of art, and to focus on its presence in the museum. This type 

of technology guides and inspires the visitor to directly contact with the art. Whereas 

“looking down” experience keeps visitor engaged with the tool without paying much 

attention to the physical museum space (Rodley par. 4). Both ways of gaining experience 

with the help of technologies have advantages and disadvantages. Rodley says, “the aim 

should be for the technology to become as invisible a support for the experience as possible” 

(par. 7). I agree with his point of view and, also, I believe that it is important to reach a 

balance between digital and physical world in the museums. Museum professionals should 

carefully choose what technologies to implement in the unique and special environments of 

every museum. It is not appropriate to incorporate technology for technology’s’ sake.  
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My museum-partner, Cooper-Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum, is making 

successful attempts in blending digital and physical into museum experience. An interactive 

pen and digital touchscreen tables have already been described in previous assignments. 

However, here is another idea that museum implemented in collection browsing. In order to 

make object browsing more exciting and engaging, each object with images now has up to 

five representative colors attached to it. The colors have been selected by robotic eye 

machines who scour each image in small chunks to create color averages. These have then 

been harvested and snapped to the grid of one hundred and forty-one (of a possible one 

hundred and forty-nine) different colors to make navigation a little easier (“Colors!”). In the 

images 1 and 2 of this paper it can be seen how color idea works on the museum’s website.  

 

Image 1. Color palette 
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Image 2. Pick the color that you like! 

 

Take a look at the image 3 where colors for my object, Dragonfly Lamp, are shown.  

 

Image 3. Colors of Dragonfly Lamp 
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For the viewers’ comfortability while searching for the colors the mode of the website’s page 

can be changed. This option is shown in images 4 and 5.  

 

 

 

With the realization of color idea by Cooper Hewitt Museum, online visitors got an 

opportunity to browse the museum’s collection in interesting and fun way. Moreover, when 

the viewer picks one object from the collection online, it leads him or her to a whole number 

of other items that have the same colors. That way the online visitors are getting exposed to 

different objects and expand their knowledge.  

How I can make my pre-selected Museum object interactive within my Museum-

Partner? It is hard to offer any new ideas to the museum that has various types of 

technologies that are implemented within the museum walls and in its online version. 

However, since it is a design museum and a lot of objects came from the private collections 

of museum’s founders, it would be wonderful to have the 3D photographs of objects depicted 

in their previous locations. For example, my selected object, Dragonfly Lamp, comes from 

the collection of Andrew and Louise Carnegie’s only child, Margaret Carnegie Miller. The 

Image 4 Image 5 
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lamp was used in the family’s castle in Scotland (“Dragonfly”). It would be wonderful to 

have an image of that lamp within the castle’s environment. Moreover, Cooper-Hewitt 

Museum’s building is a former Andrew Carnegie’s residence and a lot of objects in the 

collection were always located in the house (“About Cooper Hewitt”). That idea is already 

embodied in the Frick Collection Museum, however without implementing 3D technologies. 

The online visitors can browse beautiful old photographs of Henry Frick’s mansion and see 

the previous location of the paintings and furniture in the context of a living environment.  
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